II
the city-siate
the landscape of Greece wasTworthy of its people. Modern
travellers who journey thither intending to visit its museums
and admire its temples frndjiiemselves to their own surprise
entranced by the natural beauty of its scenery. Everywhere
are mountains—more naked and barren perhaps than in anti-
quity, since pine forests and oak coppices were used up long
ago for ships' timbers and other purposes—yet even in the old
days the fine sharp outline of the hills must have stood out
strong and clear in the crystal atmosphere of Mediterranean
sunshine. Shallow scrub covers their lower slopes; and among
the scrub lies such a litter of boulders and loose shale that some
agility is neefttfel^iAai^	and path-
ways normally follow the course of some dry ravine or torrent-
bed. Between the ranges of these hills lie narrow level strips
of fertile plain-land, brilliant in spring-time with the emerald
green of young corn crops in vivid contrast to the shimmering
grey of the extensive olive orchards. Towards the foot of the
plain the vista between the pale blue mountains broadens out, dis-
closing a horizon of the deep blue sea, calm as a lake in summer,
sparkling with the 'myriad laughter' of tiny dancing wavelets
and strewn with the grey shapes of countless rocky islets.1
It was in such plains—and there are many—that the Greeks,
when first they arrived out of the north, settled down to make
their homes. For some centuries they lived, as they had settled,
in scattered villages or groups of villages, each under its local
chief. Then bit by bit the groups began to league themselves
together, for common religious celebrations, a common market,
and common defence; but, most important of all, for common
government. Thus in each plain there came to be formed a
1 See bird's-eye view on p. 21.

